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About This Content

Burning Bridges is the fourth episode of The Council’s 5-episode season. The Complete Season of The Council grants access to
all 5 episodes.

Louis de Richet enters the depths of Lord Mortimer’s island hunting truths about his mother and the other guests. The
mausoleum he finds there contains more secrets than he could possibly have predicted.

The fourth episode sees allegiances explained, rivalries come to a head, and the ghosts of the past begin to catch up to the
inhabitants of the island. Your decisions will haunt you as you decide the fate of Louis, Mortimer, and the world itself.

Continue your adventure in The Council Episode 4: Burning Bridges as new powers rise and your freedom to choose will
determine everything.
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Title: The Council - Episode 4: Burning Bridges
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Big Bad Wolf
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2125 (3.3 GHz)/AMD FX-4100 (3.6 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB, GeForce GTX 750/Radeon R7 360

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR GAME ACTIVATION AND ONLINE GAME

English,French,German,Russian,Italian
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Sucks to say, but this has to be one of the worst AM games to date. The hidden object puzzles are pixel hunting, sometimes they
are unresponsive. The story is a weird mash of themes, and the puzzles leave a lot to be desired. You can tell they try tried, but
they really missed the mark on this one.. Fun game! It is good to play something before modern technology.. What could i say
about this ?

It`s a very low budget game from Team6 . Fun for like 10 minutes ..

I remember that Team6 games where everywhere in my country . Games like Super Street Taxi Driver, Glacier 1 and others and
they were sold for nothing, like for 2€ . I remember my holiday present being Super Taxi Driver 2006 back in 2009 for
Christmas and i enjoyed that game, because back then i didnt even had any Internet connection at all and the only games
avalible in my small town where from Team6 . If i was 12 again i would have been enjoying this game allot .. This is not good.
Dated graphics, couple of crashes, very short and quite bad gameplay really. Heavy Fire: Afghanistan was better and was
actually quite fun, if I remember correctly. It almost feels like this was made before that one, maybe it was, who knows.. No
controller support, terrible interface with NO options, most of it is still in russian, not very good puzzles and just sort of left half
finished.. First and foremost, I really enjoyed this game, taking it at face value. Played through a few levels, and then a
microtransactions screen popped up. I suddently couldn't stop thinking about it, it was like 1 euro for 5 totems, 5 euro for 25
totems, etc. And a giant button that said "Unlock the full game for 1.69 euro." If you clicked the "full game unlock" button, the
game would crash, I suspected that it was a programming error which allows the shop to be visible, but it was there and still is. I
look back through my video I made, and the shop icon was there most of the time, and it is still in the game now.

1.69 euro for the full game. Then you look on IOS, Android, and the Windows store, and sure enough this is a free to play
game, fueled by microtransactions where they charge you for totems to unlock things, and it's $2.29 to buy the full version. Not
a different game at all, same old 29 races, except instead of $2 they are charging $10. I'm really bothered by the fact that Steam
users must pay 500% more for this game, and they still included the same microtransactions into it.

They would move so many more copies of this game if it weren't for this unusually high pricetag. And I'm not going to pretend
that other developers haven't also increased their iOS ports to Steam with higher prices, but I can't honestly recommend buying
something like this. Look at their greenlight page:

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=275961492

See in that last image, where it says "29 races, including 7 free races"? That orange button is the mictransactions store. And the
7 free races are obviously not in this version, but what they SHOULD have done is made the game free for anyone to play and
had a DLC which, when purchased, was the full game unlock. Even if you look at the CURRENT store page where you see the
exact same image, except it doesn't say "7 free races" anymore, you see that orange microtransactions store button.

Edit: the developer has released a patch for the game, apparently to remove the microtransactions store but I cannot confirm this
yet. Stil though, simply based on the price of the game, I can't recommend it.. Waste of money, even at a 90% discount. This
game is just what i was looking for, hard to master with rich content. It has something magical and spiritual.
It just can not be explained. It forces me to give 100% of myself when i play it, even 120%.
When i put my right hand on the mouse and press play i get this extraordinary feeling, you know what I mean. Meh, you don't.
When i play I get this feeling, that I must get the highest score and destroy all the asteroids in the game or my day will end
unfulfilled.
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I gotta be the very best. Gotta Destroy them all.
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Key was revoked by developer, although key reseller give me replacement key about day after, I cannot condone this behavior
of the developer.. Truly a classic, i have been playing this game since release. Innovative,hard to master and loads of fun when
race2play was active. DONT DOWNLOAD THIS TRASH!!!. Love the game, it's a great improvement over the original.

Age of Gladiators II has far more depth and complexity, allowing for longer term saves without it feeling like a grind.

Also, the dev has released 5+ patches in the 3 days since launch. One of the most dedicated and responsive devs I've seen.
Kudos to them!

Support great developers! Support this game!. At first I thought this was gonna be some sort of meta game...but I was pretty
dissapointed. I guess this is technically an adventure game. It seems to be a way to push bitmusic on people...but I personally was
umimpressed with the tunes in this very short and very simple game. I would've given it a better rating if either the game were
expanded upon or the bittunes were a bit better.

As it goes, this falls a bit short on both counts.. This is an incredibly fun game with plenty of fun and funny characters, an
engaging story and characters you'll really grow to care for...or hate. The reading during the "Duma" sequences can grow a bit
tedious, but truly, the characters are the saving grace of Serafina's Crown. Your PC is fairly malleable and it's easy to track your
reputation points to target specific romances, or strategically bring down the ones you don't like! The romances did move a bit
fast for me, there's a steep swing up during the second act that sneaks up on you even if you aren't concentrated on specific
romances during the much longer first act.

The art style isn't the best- some of the character designs are particularly nice- Roza's absolutely gorgeous, Picard has a great
visual concept and Reuben looks smart and polished- but it's a jarring back and forth between looking like 2007 fanart and a
nice stylized illustration style- Kendal is a yucky mess and Serafina looks like she's someone's Homestuck OC. But you do have
cute outfit color swatch options and your hair changes color based on your House reputation, so you know, you win some, you
lose some...

Overall, definitely reccommended. This game will definitely leave you with a smile on your face!. This unique sidescrolling beat-
em-up is a nice throwback to the retro days and plays really well! It's pretty tough so be ready for a challenge, but the game also
gives you the tools like power ups/extra weapons to get through the levels. The soundtrack is awesomeeeee. Haven't played the 2
player yet, but that's on the list. You'll get your money's worth here if you'd appreciate a retro game with modern polish that is
here to simply let you beat up aliens, cowboys, and yakuza thugs with a bag of coffee beans.. Some soundtracks are missing.. I
would recomend this game to any who like FPS and\/or Towerdefence, it captures both aspects very well and cordinates it into
what we see. 8\/10
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